GREEKS
The Greek Life Is
A Time for . . .
The Greek system provides the opportunities for the further development of its members through involvement. Beginning with the initial contact with Greeks a person is exposed to many facets which must be added to the basic educational foundation in order to receive a well rounded college education. Extending from fraternity-sorority activities to campus wide participation, a Greek is encouraged to come out from behind his books and become active.

Perhaps through fraternal association, the Greek first learns more about himself and his purpose here at Tech. With these basics, campus activities and leadership are the next step. Only through extensive contact with others, can the Greek begin to realize his full potential.

But, no matter which activities the Greeks are involved in, there is an individual pride and the ever present drive for the goal of excellence.

... Personal Expression Through Participation
Individual Solitude
. . . Knowledge of Others and Ourselves
... Freedom From Inhibition
... Enjoyment of College Life
Accomplishment of Objectives Through Unity
On February 22, 1975 the Epsilon Phi chapter of Alpha Chi Omega was chartered on the Georgia Tech campus, initiating twenty-seven girls. As a colony, we pledged twenty new girls, participated in the blood drive, collected for UNICEF, were first in sorority intramural basketball, and held the highest sorority grade point average.

When you say XAP! . . . Our new initiation date is . . . who wants to see the river when you can see the bathroom . . . you mean somebody lives in that cabin now? . . . he can yell and move his feet if you hold him up . . . brother of what? . . . "no coke parties" . . . I'm going to be mad at you . . . dogbites . . . have I got a song for you! . . . Alpha Chi sweetheart is True . . . M.A.S.H . . . they're all alike . . . table top dancing . . . there's a spy in here! . . . a heated pool? Did you say a heated pool? In November! . . . Boy he did miss something! . . . let me see your rock . . . Blooper at Brennans . . . now about your by-laws . . . Cave? What cave? . . . Derby Day — an armful of trophies . . . our own private priest . . . Sederholm, like tree house . . . $6.75 ripoff . . . trouble . . . "Massacre of the Red Door" . . . Kathy, did you say you were wearing flats to the formal? . . . K.K.'s Cube . . . sirloin . . . ours was homemade . . . today I'm in love with . . . Can Can King . . . streak . . . toodles.
The brothers of Zeta Chapter of Alpha Epsilon Pi Fraternity enjoyed another successful and productive year. The social calendar was highlighted by numerous exciting parties, including iceskating, band parties, wine and cheese, folksingers, and movies. One of our traditional strong points, athletics, was again emphasized with strong showings in basketball, softball, and football. With its gain of outstanding new members, AEPi is sure to remain one of the leading fraternities on campus in the years to come.
The Gamma Phi Chapter of Alpha Gamma Delta began this year with the best rush ever. Membership rose to an all time high as did the chapter spirit. Keeping us busy were activities like the President’s Snatch, the Ugly Man contest and our various attempts at intramurals.

What’s a Pilar? . . . Howdy . . . Hagan from Chicago . . . the Gorilla and Tarantula . . . Wop . . . somewhat onto them . . . do you want some punch? . . . a Lambda Chi and an engineer too . . . Marci’s Major of the Month . . . el Grasso . . . Mary, get out of the bathroom . . . Blitzen, you just ate . . . hey Janie, where’d the third hand come from . . . he bites on command . . . hi cutie . . . that takes a lot of fach . . . but your honor it’s not polite to point . . . the mod rapist strikes again, and again . . . yeah, the Alpha place by Physics . . . eye level . . . railroaded again . . . the Chug Team — the TKE’s may never live it down . . . Butts man, what you say? . . . 13 pies? . . . snake man . . . RUBBER, Tia . . . how come the lion’s got stripes . . . El Bumpo . . . honest we didn’t steal anything . . . the coffin, the roller skates and the chastity belts . . . the Ritual committee will meet to make up Big Brother Initiation . . . apathy is running a close second to dating . . . this place is starting to remind me of a fraternity . . . another fallen woman . . . Pooch, Crawford, Jim, Euan, Steve, Stu, Mike, Craig, Paul, John — Order of Gamma Delta . . . the Saga of Bartlett . . . Anita.
The Beta Iota Chapter of Alpha Tau Omega initiated twenty new brothers this year. We won the Tech Intramural Football Championship this year and hope to continue the tradition next year. Working with the ATO's from Georgia in the fall, we raised over three thousand dollars for the Georgia Association for Retarded Children by running from Atlanta to Athens. Our scholastic average was above the average on campus.

After a year of hunting Miller Beer cans, raiding fraternities, being raided back, digging dirt in the back yard, riding tricycles around Peter's Park, pledge pranks, going to mixers, having rush parties, playing bridge to all hours, making Varsity runs, and sitting through chapter meetings, what can we say for ourselves? We can say we won a color TV, got our letters back (several times), made a new backyard for our house, won the Mini-500, bought new lightbulbs, mixed a lot, pledged 15 girls to bring our total membership to 53, perfected table-talk, craved V food, learned Robert's Rules of Order, had a good time, and shot our gradepoint. But remember when we gave blood, won a softball game, co-hostessed the Homecoming Reception, got thrown into the Lambda Chi Tug-O-War Pit, had the alums over, sang "Friendships" at the midnight meeting? Remember when someone said . . .

You've been aned . . . Go bananas . . . the Spanish-American War . . . more water in the cans . . . Cleopatra, where do you want your slave? . . . another Crush of the Week . . . the Spic or the Gric? . . . the kitchen smells like Miller cans . . . peppermint toothpick . . . We're so-o-o close . . . There's a guy on the fire escape selling magazines . . . our letters are where? . . . oh how gauche . . . ho ho ho . . . Trick-or-Treat through Area I . . . body perm . . . Kool and the Gang . . . Amy pull up your socks . . . the pledges were singing at Jack's? . . . only one mixer a week, please, Becky . . . roast beef again? . . . Athlete's Butt . . . Calvin Crockroach . . . where's Primo? . . . Love in Xi, Betty B . . . It's not a party without Par-dree . . . let's go local . . . Wanda Withit and Rosetta Quillinsky . . . take your pen-pal to the formal . . . what's an economizer? . . . smack-y-face . . . I know where the spaghetti is, where's the wine? . . . one more hand . . . I didn't get any jokers . . . bridge monster's got me . . . your party paddle sho' is bad . . . hooked on coke . . . mebbe-so.
1974-1975 a year to remember for the Betas. The accomplishments of the Chapter over the past year speak for themselves: three fraternity intramural championships (including a ninth consecutive paddleball crown), improved chapter scholarship, and the best rush in recent years. From Champagne Party to the southeastern Beta Theta Pi Workshop, 1974-1975 was indeed a year to remember.

This year was not without sadness. Hattie C. Smith, our cook, retired after 23 years of devoted service to our chapter. We dedicate these pages to her with continued memories of her dedication, loyalty, and devoted love.

Omega of Chi Phi had another great year. We celebrated our Fraternity’s sesquicentennial and initiated twelve new Brothers. The Chi Phi “Cats” football team made it to the semi-final intramural play-offs, and our basketball team participated in the Chi Phi Basketball Tournament at Oglethorpe competing with other Chi Phi Chapters. We had an exciting social calendar this year including a couple of wild parties with Delta Tau Delta, and a really wild semi-formal at the Beau Rivage Apartment Clubhouse. We look forward to an exciting and successful new school year.

The Alpha Iota Delta Chapter of the Chi Psi Fraternity finished first in their league in soccer and second in bowling. We also placed third in the Miller Contest. Five new Brothers were initiated this year, with six pledges to be initiated in the near future.

Delta Sigma Phi
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The Alpha Gamma Chapter of Delta Sigma Phi Fraternity captured the Tornado League championship in both football and basketball. Seven new brothers were initiated this year, with six more to be initiated soon. The Little Sister program was organized this fall and consists of ten members and six pledges.

Delta Tau Delta
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During the past year, Gamma Psi of Delta Tau Delta participated in community projects, such as working with the mentally retarded at the Stacy Smith Home and other extracurricular projects, which included ballistics studies with neighboring fraternities. Missing the intramural football playoffs by the toss of a coin, we won our league in volleyball, and took both the league and fraternity championships in soccer. Because scores of new pledges and neophytes were added to our ranks, we will continue to strive for high standards in the coming year.

The Georgia Tech Chapter of Delta Upsilon Fraternity started the year with major improvements to the house. Fall rush was highlighted by an 18 foot sub sandwich we had made for a rush function. Our bowling team took the league championship, while our scholastic average has been consistently in the top ten.

Sleezo . . . Well brought up, too bad you weren’t . . . Ancient DU Relics . . . Whose turn is it to do the basement work assignment? . . . From time to time it behooves us . . . Watchout, the odd squad is cooking tonight . . . The SB lounge . . . Shower! . . . No, not Spic . . . Brazilian . . . Here Sandy . . .
The Alpha Sigma Chapter of Kappa Alpha Order initiated fourteen new brothers this year. This brings the total number of active members to forty-seven. Brothers and alumni, working together, accomplished a major facelift of the house. Among the improvements, roof repairs and the new wall rate the highest. Still, our brotherhood remains our greatest asset and continues to improve.

Hello dere! . . . the corner . . . seafod . . . wrrnk . . . as a rule . . . be discreet . . . I am your Tampa Champion . . . molemen triumph . . . again . . . OTR . . . only taking out friends . . . King and Queen Z . . . did you see Noah's latest abortion . . . dumpster committee . . . zeros . . . Pearl and Beaurefart . . . the Yellow Jacket Breakfast . . . just like a . . . nickel and diming me to death . . . pull your teeth and I'd marry you . . . Boulo's Barbi doll . . . birdmen . . . KAck . . . Moonmen . . . Lydia L. Lips . . . invisible Homecoming Bands . . . blatant . . . yeah, yeah, uh-huh, uh-huh, yeah, yeah . . . Dottburs . . . chicken is all the body needs . . . get off my . . . guard him with a can of Lysol . . . B.F. . . . being worthless . . . don't you ever you to class? . . . N-I-Z-E nize . . . guess what I had for breakfast . . . dig another footer . . . courtesy flush . . . N.R. it . . . let's play poker . . . P.W. . . . your twelve alumni letter . . . asbestos sweat pants . . . the Rat Patrol . . . Dixie . . . flagrant.
The Alpha Tau Chapter of Kappa Sigma Fraternity is one of the oldest fraternities on Tech's campus. Chartered in 1895, the home of the "immovable rock" has accomplished a notable record since its founding. Between school and intramurals, Kappa Sig manages to round out fraternity life with some of its well known parties.

The highlight of the year for Beta Kappa Zeta of Lambda Chi Alpha was the initiation of our one-thousandth brother. This milestone in our chapter's history was coupled with the retirement of our housemother, Gladys Jones, who has served us devotedly for nineteen years. We continued to produce championship intramural teams, created an imaginative social program and remained active in all campus activities.

Social never quits... In the second floor head... Pay 'da money!... Hey Kelley, gimme a beer!... Jacks?... All the girls like Chaibird... Honeymoon Party... Let's kidnap the governor anyway... Tig's the meat... Yeller Dawg graduated... Maggie's munchies... The Green Machine strikes again... You've got your basic Ellery... Chug the baby bottle... Are you kidding — a chapter meeting without brazil beans?... Blue eyed baby butts LB... Founders Day... Girls tee me off — Dateless Ben... Let's go rocking... Hi, Honey!... Philisiewicz... What it is, Jelly Roll?... "Jumpin" Jack Mason... Fantasy Worm and Fantasy Spheres of Club 301... TCML Memorial Christmas Wrapping Paper Sale... Where's Jailbird going to call from this weekend?... Bridge anyone?... Get off my back (case)... Get your fat butt off my bed, Fred... I bet you $10 you "pledges" can't take me... I don't want a Hog for a partner... Bring on Sha-Na-Na... Green Munchkins... 101 smells like crap, Leverett... Guess you had to be there... Bucket of What?... We wouldn't hit you if we didn't like ya... Tennessee Stud... Let's hear a Barfoot Joke... You bet... Goodbye Mama Jones... BK 1000.
The Phi Delts were seventh scholastically on campus this year. We won the league championship in soccer and fraternity basketball championship for the second year in a row. We are proud to live in one of the biggest and most beautiful houses on campus.

The Gamma Tau chapter of Phi Gamma Delta initiated over twenty-five new brothers this past year, increasing chapter enrollment to almost seventy. As a result of our strengths in campus activities, intramural sports, and scholarship, the chapter proudly captured the I.F.C. "Number One Fraternity on Campus" trophy. With increasing numbers and competent leadership, we are confident that we will maintain our top ranking among fraternities on campus.

Hey James! Pepper's back! . . . "Moe" . . . Hoe Party! . . . "Get off my case" . . . Phi Gamma Delta Day Care Center . . . It did run! . . . The pledges pulled WHAT? . . . What he doesn't have, you can't buy in a hardware store . . . Yeah, we'll look into it . . . Harumph! . . . I haven't got time to organize a search party . . . Your answer must be EGGS-ACT! . . . $200 a day plus some trinkets and mirrors . . . No more bone soup! . . . Homemade biscuits and cornbread . . . Yes, the old lady DOES have a name . . . Grievance Committee Report . . . Bowbie's satin sheets . . . DAMN CAT! . . . What do you do when you want to take a swim, but nobody will take you? . . . Walta's back . . . He's marginal . . . "I felt there was some purpose to this, and that no harm would be rendered me" . . . Reserved for Kate . . . The problem is that there's one too many CATS around here.
Phi Kappa Sigma
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The Alpha Nu Chapter of Phi Kappa Sigma initiated three new brothers during the winter quarter. Although our membership is currently low, we are participating in intramural soccer, basketball, and bowling. We are also in the process of forming an Alumni Association.

Returning to campus this past fall saw the Alpha Rho Chapter of Phi Kappa Tau with twenty-seven brothers returning for another year. In addition two Brothers from distant chapters, to add two new members even before rush had begun. Rush was a fantastic success gathering twenty-two new members. Phi Tau’s this fall and again in the winter astounded all skeptics and made the intramural play-offs in football and soccer. Spirits are up, and we are in the process of re-instituting our Little Sister organizations and hoping for the best in 1975.

This year’s rush for Phi Kappa Theta was quite different as we pledged more Little Sisters than Rushees. Sports this year were highlighted by an exceptional biddy soccer team. Kitchen renovation marked the outstanding house improvement. One of our best social events of the year was enjoyed at Homecoming. Also four Phi Kaps are now reaping benefits from their Georgia Tech Degrees.

Shut up Walt . . . Sweat hog Heaven . . .
Let’s go cruising . . . Fartin’ Martin . . .
Ma and Pa and Daisy Mae . . . Bump it another dime . . . The 4-one club . . .
Juanita . . . Deal with it Mother . . .
Incognito . . . Azor Hadaron . . . In or out, declare . . . The Road’s Scholar . . . Whatever turns you on . . . I love to eat Chunkies . . . The Shadow and the Clown . . . Swirlie, 11:00 tonight . . .
Find me a Housefather . . . Betsy Brenau . . .
The knothole . . . Hey George, where’s your date? . . . Peter Pledge . . .
Let’s go to Denny’s . . . Fletchie Baby . . . Clean the bathroom, Bob . . .
Spic and Span . . . Buck, buck . . .
Elic . . . Mad John’s, Sandy Springs . . .
Alumni 1, Active 0 . . . Sricy . . . Word of the week . . . Ticki . . . Willie, who is your favorite Newscaster? . . . Arab . . . Shut up Joe . . . Where’s Malcolm?
The brothers of Phi Sigma Kappa have really come on strong academically. Over the past three quarters, we’ve placed first among the fraternities including better than a 3.0 average during the fall. We’re not jocks, but our sporting events did earn us three trophies over the year. We even placed fourth in the Miller Beer Contest. We’re small in numbers, but damn glad to be Phi Sigs.

Let’s have a paint your partner party . . .
It was a dark and stormy night . . .
Nerts . . the kiss . . . Funky Libby . . .
Water fights . . . The Straiton Hard Award . . . Subaru . . . I just had a pink squirrel . . . popcorn freak . . . Phi Sig married housing . . . Panda Bears . . .
The Pikes dominated track and biddy soccer and did well in softball last spring but could not duplicate its fine Gold League football record of a year ago. Scholastically, the fall pledge class ranked sixth among all fraternities. Three brothers have won or placed in architecture competitions. Pikes continue to serve the student body in the Ramblin' Wreck Club, Tex-Tech, and the Student Council. The Pikes also won the contraption division of the 1974 Homecoming Wreck Parade.

The Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity was founded on December 10, 1904 at the College of Charleston, Charleston, South Carolina. Iota Chapter was chartered at Georgia Tech on October 25, 1913. Pi Kappa Phi Alumni include three members of the Georgia Tech staff; George C. Griffin, Joe W. Guthridge, and Jerry D. Gallups.

The Gamma Tau Chapter of Psi Upsilon has increased active membership to 20 this year. We have also initiated a Little Sister's Club consisting of six coeds. Our grade point average rose to sixth in fraternity standings. Fall quarter we had a pledge trip to Panama City Beach for all the new pledges. We have bettered our volleyball and basketball teams and are winning more intramural games. We have also instituted a program whereby in our more leisure hours we get together with the neighborhood children and help them to learn how to play various sports, as well as talk to them and provide them with friendly company.

On the steps of Psi U... Well listen damnit... Eric, you sol... the brothers are holding a meeting in the Sacred Room... Row! Owl... "You're supposed to say it feels good"... "I don't say things like that"... I DON'T WANT TO BE IN ALABAMA... see how tight... at least she knows I'm not queer... W-W-Who-Who Pass... Psi U's Flag Corps... We're not drunk... How'dja like to... take me to the nearest... IHOP runs... it's too far to the Alpha Gam House... Where's Cordell? with Robin... Well, here comes White late as usual... I was not speeding occifer... Ha-Ha... Dan'l Boone killed a bear... You want a frozen daiquiri, dontcha, Steph... No, I don't Marty... Yes you do... Well, OK, if you insist... I'm so impressed... I'm so depressed... There's a two minute limit on the meat this time... you cad! you bounder!... I'm not the fig-plucker or the fig-plucker's son, but I'll pluck your figs till the fig-plucker comes... Krispy-Kremes, anyone?... Li'l Sisters Fondue... if you don't do your dishes, pile them on the floor, not in the sink... the Verbs... there's no joy in Joisey... Slap! Bang! Here we go again... have you heard about Penney's belly button... should Little Sisters be brothers... Verbs made a pig of himself (at Farrell's)... is there any E. L. in these brownies... the gunch for lunch bunch... Charlotte... Happy Trails... you know, you really ought to be IE... Psi U songs... ees no my job... Tusetts... SKS... ain't it a B... ND the BF... $2 meetings... Panama City.